The elections are coming: What will happen?

By Janet Kopenhaven

Part I — The Senate

This column begins a three-part series on the upcoming Nov. 4 elections and what we can expect after the results are in. This week we will look at what’s ahead for the Senate, next the House of Representatives and finally a look at the presidential race.

The Senate

First let us review the Senate breakdown and math. Currently there are 51 Democrats, 49 Republicans and 2 independents who usually side with the Democrats. However, because fill-in seats are common for any major piece of legislation considered in the Senate, a mere majority is not enough to move legislation through the process. In order to truly control legislation in this congressional chamber, a party needs to have enough members to invoke cloture (which ends a filibuster and requires a vote to be taken) — or 60 Senators.

What’s at stake?

In November, 35 Senate seats will be voted on. Of these seats, 12 are returning Democrats and 25 are Republicans. With regard to the Republican seats, five are considered open (Colorado, Idaho, Nebraska, New Mexico and Virginia) because the incumbents are retiring. Historically, open seats are much harder to defend than those in which an incumbent is running again. The Democrats have no open seats. Just looking at the math, one can see the Republicans are going to have a steeper hill to climb than their counterparts.

The battleground

Most pundits agree that the Virginia seat currently held by Sen. John Warner will likely turn Democrat with a win by former governor Mark Warner (no relation). Also, the Colorado seat held by Sen. Wayne Allard is very likely to switch and be handed to current Congressman Mark Udall. The Republican Party in Idaho has been hurt by Sen. Larry Craig’s “scandal” and that is like having millions of micro-sized light prisms in the composite restoration – is catching everyone’s attention.

Taking all this into consideration, my crystal ball tells me that the Democrats will pick up four to six Senate seats. While still not hitting that magic number of 60, at 57 they would be extremely close.
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Can you say this about your restorations?

"Clearfil Majesty is easy to handle, doesn’t stick to the instruments and adapts easily to the remodeling of the prep. Shades are simple to match as it has a chameleonic like quality."
– Dr. Joseph Dunkum, DMD
Nancy, KY

"Majesty blends perfectly with the tooth structure and finishes to look like a perfect restoration. Patients love the results."
– Dr. Bruce Riley, DMD
Louisville, KY

"Majesty is a great advancement in dental composites! With Majesty it’s conceivable to miss a shade match. It looks beautiful in the mouth. Our patients are happy with restorations that they can not see. My staff is happier than ever with the simplicity of Majesty."
– Mark McCombie, DDS
Chattanooga, TN

CLEARFIL MAJESTY™

Esthetic

A Universal Nano-Hybrid Composite

Intuitive Shade Matching – Even When Using One Shade

• Unsurpassed natural shade blending with surrounding tooth structure
• Single shade placement technique for complete multi-shade blending
• No need for multiple shades
• Easy, graceful sculpting with no skinning
• Strong enough to handle restorations
• Long lasting, reliability with minimal shade change over time
• Simple polishing with gloss maintained over time
• Long working time for optimal shaping

Majesty’s single-shade, intuitive color matching with Kuraray’s new LD Technology — a light diffusion technology that is like having millions of micro-sized light prisms in the composite restoration — is catching everyone’s attention.